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Interpretability, Explainability

From Benedikt’s slides:

I Interpretability is the degree to which a human can
understand the cause of a decision (Tim Miller)

I Faithfulness: faithful interpretation is one that accurately
represents the reasoning process behind the model’s
prediction.

I LIME, ELI5, SHAP, etc..

I Traditional ML algorithm can be interpretable, but we still
have strugles with black-box DL models



LIME [Ribeiro et al., 2016]



What is attention?

I In broad terms attention pays greater focus to certain parts of
the data

I Attention can be classified into two classes
I General attention

I between input and output elements
I general seq2seq architectures

I Self-attention
I within the input elements
I used in Transformer architectures [Vaswani et al., 2017]

(BERT, RoBERTa, ALBERT, etc..)
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General seq2seq

I Encoder-Decoder model, popularized in Machine Translation

I Both the Encoder and the Decoder part are based on RNN
structures



General seq2seq problems



Seq2seq with Attention

I Attention is an additional layer on top of the encoder RNN
structure

I It will work as a ”Query” for the decoder

I It will assign higher weights to important words

I These weights assign a score directly to each input
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Seq2seq with Attention



Self attention

I Self attention assigns weights to each input word

I For each word we query the most important words in context

I Used mostly for classification and language modeling tasks



Types of attention

I We have many types of attention

I 2 different major types of Attention

I Bahdanau attention (additive attention)
[Bahdanau et al., 2015]

I Luong attention (multiplicative attention) [Luong et al., 2015]



Bahdanau attention

The process is the following1:

I Producing the hidden states from the encoder

I Calculating alignment scores

I Softmaxing the alignment scores

I Calculating the context vector

I Decoding the output

1The images are from this great blog

https://blog.floydhub.com/attention-mechanism/
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Calculating alignment scores

scorealignment = Wcombined ·tanh(Wdecoder ·Hdecoder+Wencoder ·Hencoder )



Calculating alignment scores
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Calculating alignment scores



Softmaxing the alignment scores



Calculating context vector



Attention is all you need [Vaswani et al., 2017]

I Recurrent neural networks are hard to parallelize and train

I Transformer-based architectures replace RNN-s with
self-attention and Linear layers

I State-of-the art methods in most of the NLP tasks

I BERT [Devlin et al., 2019], ALBERT [Lan et al., 2019],
RoBERTa [Liu et al., 2019], etc..
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The architecture

pictures are taken from this post

I Self-attention in both the encoder and decoder

I Encoder-Decoder attention can be still present

http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/


The architecture

I Attention score is calculated for each word against the other
words



The architecture

I We have Query, Key, Value trainable matrices



The architecture

1. Dot product of the query vector with the key vector of the
respective word we’re scoring

2. Softmax and multiply with the value vector

3. Sum the weighted value vectors



The architecture



Attention as explanation

I Various attention mechanisms exist
I Each has the same high-level goal

I calculate nonnegative weights for the input components
I it should sum to 1
I multiply the weights with the representations
I sum the resulting vectors into a single representation

I Attention calculates a distribution over the inputs

I It has been used as an interpretation of the model
[Wang et al., 2016, Lee et al., 2017, Lin et al., 2017,
Ghaeini et al., 2018]
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Attention as explanation

I We can look at the local weights for each prediction

I The weights can serve as an explanation for that specific
decision



Attention as explanation?

Multiple works have appeared that try to understand what these
attention weights actually communicate:

I Is Attention Interpretable? [Serrano and Smith, 2019]

I Attention is not explanation [Jain and Wallace, 2019]

I Attention is not not explanation [Wiegreffe and Pinter, 2019]



Is Attention Interpretable?

I Paper accepted to: Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting
of the Association for Computational Linguistics

I Often assumed that attention identifies information that
models found important

I The paper tests this hypothesis on text classification datasets

I If a model is interpretable, is must suggest an explanation and
ensure that the explanation represents the true reason for the
decision
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The setting

I Take the attention weights as ranking: τ

I If i ∈ τ is higher than j ∈ τ then i is more important to the
output

I Question: Does τ faithfully describe the output?
[Ghorbani et al., 2018]

I Method: Select τ ′ ⊂ τ

I Run the model without modification and with modification of
the attention weights

I Modifications: Zero out weights and re-normalize the
distribution
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The setting

They trained HAN (Hierarchical Attention Network) based neural
networks on classification datasets.



Goals

The paper has two main goals:

I How p and q (label distributions) correlate - Jensen-Shannon
(JS) divergence between output distributions

I How the argmaxes of p and q differ, indicating a decision flip



Attention weight importance

I i∗ ∈ τ is the component with the highest attention, αi∗ is its
attention

I Compare the output with removing i∗ and with removing r , a
randomly drawn variable

I Use JS divergence on the output distributions

I Plot this quantity against αi∗ − αr



Attention weight importance



Decision flips

I The second experiment of the paper looks at the argmaxes of
the decisions, indicating a decision flip

I Zero out αi∗ and see if there was a decision flip

I Zero out αr and see if there was a decision flip

I Result: in the majority of the cases, zeroing out αi∗ does not
result in a decision flip
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Importance sets

I The authors also investigated a set of components in τ

I How multiple attention weights perform together
I Setup:

I rank attentions by their weights
I determine a minimal set that causes a decision flip
I the top items are expected to have this characteristic
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Conclusion

I the highest attention weights fail to have a large impact

I in multi-weight tests, we see that attention weights often fail
to identify the sets of representations most important to the
model’s final decision

I in the papers settings attention is not an optimal method of
identifying relevant input elements responsible for the output

I Attention may yet be interpretable in other ways, but as an
importance ranking, it fails to explain model decisions.
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Attention is not explanation

The main claims of the paper:

I Correlation between standard feature importance and
attention weights are weak

I Randomly permuting the attention weights doesn’t change
the output significantly

I ”These results suggest that while attention modules
consistently yield improved performance on NLP tasks, their
ability to provide transparency for model predictions is
questionable”
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The setting

I Data: Common NLP benchmarks like IMdB, 20 News Groups,
SST, etc.. (text classification tasks using standard encoders
with attention mechanism)

I Empirical analysis between gradient base feature importance
and attention

I Also between ’leave-one-out’ (LOO) and attention

I Generate counterfactual attention distributions that doesn’t
change the output -¿ attention doesn’t provide unique
explanation
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Experiment 1

I Correlation between attention and gradient base importance
(τg ) and LOO (τloo)

I (These methods are also insufficient for interpreting DL
methods, but they might provide feature importance)

I Measures:
I Gradient base methods: Total Variation Distance,

JS-Divergence
I LOO: model confidence before and after leaving a feature out
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Experiment 1

Result: Not really



Experiment 2

I Scrambling the attention weights

I Re-assign each value to a randomly sampled input
I Also, generate an adversarial attention distribution

I set of attention weights maximally distinct from the original
weights

I but yields the same prediction
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Experiment 2

I Attention Permutation: Authors were able to randomly
permute attention weights without significantly changing the
output

I Adversarial Attention: Authors also were able to perturb the
original attention without significantly affecting the output



Attention is not not explanation

I One month later a work by Sarah Wiegreffe and Yuval Pinter
has appeared [Wiegreffe and Pinter, 2019]

I Raises issues regarding the experiments of
[Jain and Wallace, 2019]



Issues

I Kendall-tau measures are unvaforable to contextual models -
might be the reason why averaged models performed better

I Attention scores are claimed to provide an explanation, not
the explanation

I ”my explanation for why it’s raining today may involve the
ocean streams, atmospheric pressure, cloud formations. An
alternative explanation could cite anger from the god of
thunder. It yields the same prediction, but I wouldn’t call it
equally plausible.”
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Conclusion

I Attention can mean a lot of things
I Attention as a sanity check: the first paper cares about this.

I ”we, who built the (say) translation model, have an idea which
words in the source text “should” map to which words in the
target text, and it would be a neat demo if a component in the
model shows us exactly the patterns we expect.”

I Attention as a tool: the second cares about this
I ”the model [...] tells us through attention which part of the

text caused it to make the prediction.”
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text caused it to make the prediction.”
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Thank you for your attention!

I https://medium.com/@byron.wallace/thoughts-on-attention-
is-not-not-explanation-b7799c4c3b24

I https://medium.com/@yuvalpinter/attention-is-not-not-
explanation-dbc25b534017

I http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/
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